SUGGESTED HOMESCHOOL SCHEDULE
Although Answers Bible Curriculum was designed to be a Sunday school/Bible curriculum
for churches, it can easily be adapted for homeschool and other uses. One way to use
ABC as a homeschool Bible curriculum is outlined below.

W E E K LY S C H E D U L E
•

Each ABC lesson will take three class sessions, 30 to 45 minutes each. The two
quarterly review lessons take two class sessions.

•

If you teach Bible five days a week, the total time to complete each Quarter of lessons
is eight weeks. This allows for a couple days that can be missed.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3

Day 4
Day 5
Each Day

Review previous lessons by following the instructions in the Review Box.
Teach the first block of Studying God’s Word: Read the Word, Examine the
Word, Observe the Text, and Discover the Truth.
Cover the remaining teaching in the Teacher’s Manual to the end of the
Lesson. If applicable, do one or both of the Activities.
Go over the Student Take Home Sheet with your children. Review the
main points of the lesson by having them answer the review questions
on the front page. Answer every question in the Read the Word section.
Read the OutWord section on the back page together with your children.
Practice the Memory Verse. While the child completes the hands-on
part of the Take Home Sheet, the parent quietly reads the next lesson’s
Prepare to Share section.
Start teaching the next lesson in the Quarter, following
the instructions for Day 1 above.
Continue teaching the lessons in chronological
order, taking approximately three days per
lesson.
Practice the Memory Verse using the
Memory Verse poster. Review the Ten
Commandments, books of the Bible,
and the attributes of God using the
classroom posters.
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P r epa r AT I O N T I P S
•

Laminate all posters. Laminate the Memory Verse Posters back-to-back in one
lamination, since you will only use one side at a time, unlike the other posters.

•

Print out the handouts for each Lesson for the Quarter from the Resource DVD-ROM.

•

Place the 11 Lesson Theme Posters in plastic paper-protection sleeves and put in a
three-ring binder.

•

Provide a three-ring binder for each child to insert printed handouts and completed
Take Home Sheets.

wh at othe r s a r e s aying
Hi! I’m a homeschool mom and I recently purchased Answers Bible
Curriculum for my kindergartner and preschooler. I love love LOVE it!
My boys really enjoy the activities and the songs! The songs are our
favorite! Thank you so very much! Thank you for writing this curriculum.
—Maureen, Beaverdam VA
We have been using Answers Bible Curriculum (PreK-K) for our
homeschool Bible teaching this year and our family loves it. The
resources, Flip Chart, & content have been great and my girls have
learned so much. The songs have been a wonderful addition and really
help kids learn and retain info.
—Faith, Galt CA
I want to thank AiG for such an amazing curriculum. As Christian
parents we want our children to believe in God and serve Him, but we
often fail at teaching them God’s Word and how to defend their faith.
Answers Bible Curriculum provides an invaluable tool that enables us to
equip our children to defend their faith against the common opinions
that deny the veracity of God’s truth. Our children are convinced, from
studying the Bible, that God’s Word can be trusted and it is true. I have
been teaching the Bible at my church for four years. But, my most
rewarding class is my own family.
—Francisco, Orlando FL
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